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ABSTRACT

The first part of this paper describes practical experience with the fuel monitoring in
operating reactors from point of view possible leakages. Summarized in the paper are numbers
leaky fuel assemblies both for NPP and for particular units. Some failure causes are discussed for
operational conditions of Bohunice NPP. In the second part of paper critical power ramps on hot
fuel rod of leaky fuel assemblies are analyzed to eliminate failures from PCI. The main aim of the
paper is the need to understand the mechanism and causes of failures.

1. MONITORING OF FUEL INTEGRITY AND THE RESULTS OF EXAMINATION

The fuel gladding represents second, but the most important barrier against collapse of the
fission products beyond the nuclear plant. Fuel integrity monitoring is therefore principal for safe
operation of the plant Bohunice NPP has implemented following monitoring procedures:

• On-line gamma spectrometry of reactor coolant;
• Laboratory analysis of reactor coolant, including radiochemical separation of isotopes

13IL 132L 133L 134^ 135^ 2 3 9 ^ 2 3 9 ^ 2 4 0 ^ 242p u ;

• Spiking effect monitoring during reactor power changes.

Activities of fission products are evaluated by installed calculating models provide
information on the probable number of fuel leakage. The relation I34Cs/137Cs and 238Pu/239+24OPu
give data for leak fuel burn-up estimation.

If above-mentioned operational diagnostics indicate a leak all fuel assemblies are tested
during refueling outage. These examinations include in-core sipping procedure and testing by
gas-tight canister system in spent fuel pool.
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The gas-tight canister system is based on pressure changes inside the can with tested
assembly through water flow in enclosure loop. Till 1986 only chosen group of fuel assembly
were tested and any assembly wasn't detected like a leaky though defected fuel had indicated by
operational diagnostics.

Since 1986 the plant has used in-core sipping test bought from SIEMENS KWU. The reactor
core checking by means of sipping system takes time 48 hours approximately. The leaky fuel
assemblies identified are once more checked by gas-tight canister system.

Bohunice NPP has four WWER-440 units in operation. The plant includes older reactor V-230
type on Unit 1 and 2 and advanced Unit 3 and 4 with V-213 type reactor. Totally 31 in-core fuel
inspections were performed at Bohunice NPP from 1986 to 2001 identifying 46 leak assemblies.
The numbers of occurrences for individual units is given in Table 1 and Figure 1. The relation
between number of defective assemblies and number of fuel burnup is shown on Figure 2.

Table 1: The distribution of leaking fuel assemblies
Bohunice NPP

Year

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
Total
Total

number

V-l Uuit

Unitl

2
0
0
2
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
2
3
0
1
0
15

Unit 2

1
2
2
5
4
2
1
1
0
0
4
4
2
1
0

29

V-2 Unit

Unit 3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

46

Unit 4

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2

It is true that from beginning of the fuel leaks systematic observation during reactors
operation revealed the differences in frequency of occurrences between V-l and V-2 and between
Unit2andUnit 1 as well. While the number differences of defective assemblies until 1989 could
be considered as random fluctuation, the results from 1990 have confirmed that some operational
parameters of Unit 2 are differed from the other units.
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Distribution of Leaking Fuel Assemblies of Bohunice NPP
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Figure 1: Assembly fuel failure rates at Bohunice NPP
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Assembly burnup {MWd/kgU)

Figure 2: Burnup Distribution of Discharged Defective Fue! Assemblies
(V-l and V-2 Units of Bohunice NPP)
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2. ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSES OF FUEL LEAK AND LEAK FREQUENCY DIFFERENCES

Immediately after the leaks have been occurred in 1989 and 1990, the plant has implemented
'first steps to identify the causes of fuel leaks. As a first, operational parameters were analyzed
and compared with allowed limits. This procedure did not provide solution. According to the
calculation analysis leak fuel assemblies were selected for PIE testing in VNIIAR Dimitrovgrad.
Due to extreme financial expenses and stabilization of the number of the occurrences in the
following years, this idea has been left later on. The problem was activated again from 1996
when the second increase of occurrences of leaky fuel assemblies has been indicated.

To find the root causes of failures after 1996 the plant has summarized following facts:

• Proven existing of statistic difference in probability of fuel cladding defects between V-l
and V-2 on the 1st Unit and between the 1st and the 2nd Unit as well.

• Two parameters sets exist that determine the probability of fuel defects: manufacturing
and operation parameters.
In reference to reality all units of Bohunice NPP have used the same type of fuel, there
has been left to study of manufacturing parameters.

• Considering the different operational parameters of Unit 1 and Unit 2 are causing fuel
defects, at the least one operational parameter of the units has to be different significantly.

• Among the set of different operational parameters on both units, at the least one
operational parameter has relation to the probability of fuel defects occurrence.

Following activities and analyses have been made with regard to preceding considerations:

Data concentration and storage system

The system for collection, analysis and storing of primary operational data, calculation of
secondary operational data was implemented on V-l Units. The collection and analyses of data
have begun in November 1996. It is important to observe the fuel load during the foil stay in
reactor i.e. four fuel cycles [1].

Data analysis systems PES and PEPA

The PEPA and PES systems for leaking fuel monitoring have been implemented on all units
Bohunice NPP. At the V-l Units this expert systems have operated in off-line regime. At the V-2
Units the core surveillance system SCORPIO has been implemented in 2001. The SCORPIO is a
computer system [8], based on modular design for on-line surveillance of reactor core. System is
running on HP workstations under Unix environment in the core follow mode or in the predictive
mode. The complete system includes both PCI-margin calculation (PES) and primary coolant
monitoring (PEPA). The expert systems are working in the on-line regime.
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Dummy assemblies implementation

The dummy assemblies have been implemented at core periphery of V-l reactors in order to
protect the reactor vessel against fast neutron flux. The assemblies were implemented at Unit 2 in
December 1985 on beginning of the 6th fuel cycle and at Unit 1 in May 1992 on beginning of the
13th fuel cycle. Consequently, the average power of assembly was increased from 3,94 to 4,39
MW and the mean linear power heat rate of fuel rod was increased from 129 to 144 W/cm.

From point of view dummy assemblies the operation of Unit 1 and 2 can be divided:

• Period 1986-1991 - dummy assemblies implemented at Unit 2 only.
• Period 1992-2001 - dummy assemblies implemented on both units.

The cumulative relative frequency of defective assemblies during period 1986-2001 is given on
Figures 3 and 4. While the Figure 4 enforces on the opinion that the dummy assemblies
implementation effected &el defect occurrences, the Figure 3 disproves this opinion although the
correlation between power increased and fuel defect occurrence cannot be excluded.

In-core diagnostic system installation

For purposes to identify vibrations of in-core components the diagnostic system based on
neutron noise was installed at V-l and V-2 Units (SVRD V-I, SVRD V-2). Particular
measurements on several reconstructed channels SVRD V-l and SVRD V-2 were performed in
order to reveal vibrations of fuel rods. The measurements gave following results:

• In-core components vibrations are more intensive in V-l Unit compared with V-2 Unit.

• The evaluation of analysis confirmed more significant fuel vibrations at V-230 reactors
compared with V-213 reactors.

• Long term monitoring of V-l Units and comparison of both units confirmed more
intensive vibration amplitudes of the basket at Unit 1, while the results of Unit 2
monitoring draw attention to more intensive frequency vibrations of in-core components.
Beneficial information for explanation could be that the Unit 1 has rigidly connected the
basket with its bottom while at Unit 2 such connection does not exist.

Technological and/or physical difference between units:

Except of above differences between V-l and V-2 Units (inserted dummy rods at V-l Units,
and connection of the basket with its bottom at Unit 1) there are occurred other two differences
between V-l and V-2 Units, which could contribute to higher frequency of fuel defects:

• The flat bottom of the basket at V-l Units - it can affect the character of coolant stream in
bottom part of pressure vessel and can contribute to more intensive vibrations of in-core
components. The V-2 Units have semispherical bottom of the basket.
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Cumulative Relative Frequency Failed Fuel Assemblies
V-1 Unit i ofBohuniceNPP
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Figure 3: The assembly failure rate for Fe and Zr support grids during whole monitored period

Cumulative Relative Frequency Failed Fuel Assemblies
V-1 Unit 2 ofBohuniceNPP
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Figure 4: The assembly failure rate for Fe and Zr support grids during whole monitored period
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The fuel assembly flow rate at V-I Units is in upper part of range allowed by the
Technical Conditions (100-130 m3.h') i.e. 125 m3.h'. The control rod assemblies flow
rate 135 m3.h"' is exceeding allowed threshold. The V-2 Units have the flow rate 105
m3.h~', which is in low part of allowed range.

3. DETERMINATION OF FAILURE ASSEMBLY NUMBERS IN TERMS OF PEPA AND PES

MODULES

Theoretical Basis Description

PEPA module

The method is based on the evaluation of the instantaneous activity level obtained by direct
monitoring of the pipeline (bypass of the primary water cleaning system). The monitor consists
of spectrometric line with detector that enables to determine activity levels of gaseous fission
products, namely Xe and Kr isotopes. The independence of gaseous fission products on the local
physical-chemical processes enables to identify defects with various rate of the release of
cumulated activity. The model works with three types of fuel element defects, which are
characterized by the rate constants of the cumulated activity release:

• small defects with very slow release rate (~10"6 s"1);
• medium defects (-10"45 s"1);
• large defects with relatively high release rate (~10'3 s"1).

The software application PEPA allows to calculate the number of the damage fuel elements.
The damage fuel is divided into three groups of gaps - small, middle and large. This module is
based on the continually measurement of the primary coolant activity and calculation is possible
only in the steady state of the reactor. The code PEPA uses the multiple linear regression method
to find such combinations of single types of damaged fuel elements that gives the minimum sum
of the squares of differences between the predicted and measured activity level of the selected
gaseous fission products group. Verification of the failures predicted number is performed during
the reloading shutdown by the sipping test The assemblies suspected are subjected to the gas-
tight canister test. Both procedures use statistical approach three times standard deviation.

PES module

A number of recent fuel assembly failures in V-l Unit prompted a study of the potential for
pellet-cladding interaction (PCI) as the principal cause of failure..

PCI fuel failures result from the combined effects of fuel pellet expansion, leading to stresses
in the cladding and the presence of an aggressive fission product environment. PCI failures may
occur during higher local power ramps after prolonged low power operation. PCI fuel rod failures
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typically occur in the first row of the bundle closest to the control assembly. For practical
purposes PCI failure is characterized by the following five operational factors associated with a
power ramp:

• burnup accumulated prior to the ramp;
• maximum rod power during the ramp;
• power increment during the ramp;
• average power ramp rate;
• dwell time at high power.

For the defect to occur in an LWR, all five parameters have to be in a critical range
simultaneously. To show the burnup dependence of PCI failure, correlation between maximum
rod power and burnup are most commonly used. It means that a reasonable power ramping
restriction could be led to the decrease of the fuel rod damage probability. A typical case of the
control system is given in [2]. The similar design for evaluating PCI margin [3] for the WWER-
440 has been developed in the CHEMCOMEX Praha, a.s. The design is based on the following
presumptions:

• The equilibrium contact pressure between a fuel pellet and cladding is reached after the
long time constant power operation. The value of contact pressure is in the range of 5-10
MPa. In this condition the actual value of local fuel element power "P" is equal to
"conditioned" power level "P^nd"-

• The contact pressure rapidly increases after the power ramp as a consequence of the fuel
pellet thernial deformation and the stress in cladding slowly relaxes to the new
equilibrium value. It corresponds to the gradual increasing of the "conditioned" power
Pkond to the new actual power level (power "conditioning").

• The contact pressure rapidly falls down after the power drop, which causes the gap
opening. During following time the gap is closed and the contact pressure slowly
decreases to the new equilibrium value. This process corresponds to the gradual
decreasing of the "conditioned" power to the new power level (power "deconditioning").

It means that the "conditioned" power Pkond(t) is the power level corresponding to the actual
contact pressure in the time "t". Kinetics of conditioning and deconditioning of power is a
function of difference (P- Pkond) and can be describes by the equation:

_ J ^ = a-exp(b-P)(P-Ptond) (1)
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Analytical solution equation (1) for constant power ramp is done:

Pfc*d (0=e*p(a • t • exp(b • P)) • (Pkond0 - P) + P (2)

Where empirical constants "a, b" both for conditioning and deconditioning were estimated using
results of two type power ramps calculations by the STOFFEL code [4]. This code is able to
describe the thermal and mechanical behavior of the fuel rod during transients. Calculated values
of contact pressure, tangential strain of cladding and kinetics of the gap closing and reopening
were fitted to obtain their empirical time and power dependence.

The probability of fuel cladding failure increases rapidly if the actual value of power exceeds
the critical level given as the sum of actual conditioning power and maximum admissible local
power ramp. Permissible exceeding of power over the conditioned power is called a critical
power ramp dPc. In a typical situation when the power ramp occurs from the stationary state at
such burnup level that radiation impact on mechanical properties are saturated and the gap is
closed, the dPc is the only characteristic deciding of breaking of a fuel element. Base on operation
WWER-440 units at Bohunice NPP, the statistic dependence of damage occurrence on the power
ramp magnitude and burnup was determined. An exponential function of the following type was
applied to the experimental data from point of view conservative calculation (see line for PCI
Threshold on the Figure 5):

dPc(Bu)=75 + 105.exp(-0.0779.Bu)- "(3)

where: dPc W.cm' ;
burnup Bu MWd.(kgU)"'.

Technical Realization

Module PES has been developed in the CHEMCOMEX. To calculate conditioned power,
which is integral variable, the following input variables have to be obtained from other systems:

• reactor thermal power,
• fuel assemblies linear power distribution;
• fuel burnup distribution;
• fuel assemblies radial power peaking;
• previous conditioned power distribution.

The off-line version simulates the probable power load in 349 (313) xlO points of the core,
calculated by BIPR 7 code, and checks the values of conditioned power with the local power
maximum permissible level.
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Practical experience

During whole monitored period (1997-2000) module PES did not indicate exceeding of the
local power limit level [1]. Because of rough-time steps using in calculations, the new detail
analyses were performed for 22 transients (on both units V-l within last five cycles) by the codes
BIPR 7 and PES at 10 axial nodes. The conservative calculations were done for cycle power
change models 100%-0%-100% and 100%-50%-100% with two hours' time step [1], [5]. The
maximum power ramps on hot rod during power cycles for all leaking assemblies are showed on
Figure 5. There were only two cases crossed the PCI threshold limit given by the equation (3).
The worst case was analyzed father by the advanced thermal-mechanical code FEMAXI-IV. The
results obtained reflected an enclosure gap, but contact pressure was higher than the equilibrium
pressure.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Providing one leak fuel rod within leaky assembly during 1986-2001, the average occurrence
fuel rod failure rates of ^M.IO"4 have been achieved at V-l Units (Figure 6), which is 10 times
more than presented average number at PWR reactors and 100 times more than the value
considered as a "zero failure goal". The occurrence frequency at V-2 Units is 5.10"6, which is less
than PWR reactors worldwide average.

Cumulative Relative Frequency Failed Fuel Rods
V-1 Units of Bohunice NPP

0.012

.S 0.008

2 0.004

0.000

1986 1988 1990 1992

Year

1994 1996 1998 2000

Figure 6: V-l Units fuel failure rate during whole monitored period
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The results from PEPA and PES expert systems at V-l Units, where the systems have worked
in the off-line regime, obtained until now are following:

• All results of PEPA expert system have agreed with successive measurements by the
sipping tests or the gas-tight canister tests.

• The calculations of PCMI margin of critical fuel rod for all assemblies demonstrated that,
there has not existed any fuel assembly (hot rod) exceeding allowed power in
consequence which could be damaged. But the problem of damage by PCI mechanism
cannot be excluded fully, owing to the results obtained from maximum power ramps
analyses.

• The distribution of leaking fuel assembly positions in the core of V-l units is given on
Figures 7 and 8. There is no clear trend the damage assemblies would be located in the
close distance of control assemblies. A large amount of failed assemblies was located to
the dummy assemblies during their lives, mainly at the 2nd Unit of V-l.

The parameter or group of parameters responsible for different frequency of fuel failure is
not known until now. It is supposed that such parameters will stay unknown, because the failure
phenomenon is caused by other factors, which are not detectable with actual level of
instrumentation.

The following factors are identified as possible contributors to different frequency of fuel
leaks at V-l and V-2 Units:

• Increasing of the assembly and rod average power in consequence dummy assemblies
implementation in V-l Units.

• Different shape of V-l basket bottom compared with V-2 Units.
• Different fuel assembly flow rates at V-l Units compared with V-2 Units.
• Increased coolant flow at fuel assembles of V-l Units compared with V-2 Units.
• Rigid connection of the basket with its bottom at Unit 1.

More intensive vibrations of core components at V-l Units are probably resulted from last four
effects.

Despite of unknown root causes of fuel failure the following corrective actions were carried
out to reduce the frequency of fuel failure:

• V-1 Units have reduced trends of power changes
• The suction of filling water pumps of V-l Units are equipped by the screens to eliminate

the intrusion of foreign materials into the coolant system
• The improvement of diagnostic system SVRD V-l is on progress to enable monitoring of

fuel rods vibration.
• Bohunice NPP have ensured vendor quality inspections of fuel fabrication process (audits

at manufacturer).
• The project of fuel inspection stand is on progress.
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Another possibility to explain higher frequency of fuel failure mechanism occurrences
between Unit 1 and Unit 2 at V-l is debris fretting or fretting between of fuel rods in the spacer
grids.
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